INAHTA
The International Network of Agencies for Health Technology Assessment

INAHTA’s Mission
To provide a forum for the identification and pursuit of interests common to HTA agencies
INAHTA – A Global Network
42 Organizations in 21 Countries

INAHTA Growth Curve

INAHTA members

INAHTA Publications

Joint projects on
- Prostate Cancer Screening: Evidence Synthesis and Update (1999)
- Telemedicine: General Principles and a Systematic Review (1999)
- PET: Experience with PET and Synthesis of the Evidence (1999)

Synthesis reports on

About 250 briefs, ie structured summaries of INAHTA members’ reports

Strategies for Managing the Diffusion of High Cost Diagnostic Technology - the case of PET scanning
Sunday, May 30  8:30 AM – 11:30 AM
Program
Liz A - Intro etc./housekeeping
John H.- INAHTA PET joint project survey results
Cari A. (CAHTA)
Berit M. (SMM)
Liz A. (VATAP)
10AM -coffee break- snacks and beverages provided
Ian B. (NHS QIS Scotland)
Richard K. (MSAC)
Liz A. (INAHTA editorial)
Berit M. (OECD NEHRT project results)
Open discussion